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NFLA at 30 – the preparations begin
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NFLA October events:
NFLA England /
Wales joint meeting,
Liverpool, 9th October

Manchester

Planning, do Councils have
any role to question the
new nuclear build process?
• Hugh Ellis, Town and
Country Planning
Association
• Pete Wilkinson, Nuclear
Waste Advisory Assoc’s
• David Hunt, Eco
Environments Ltd
• Pete Roche, NFLA Policy
Advisor
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NFLA October events
NFLA Scotland mtg,
Glasgow, 23rd Oct’r

- The key nuclear issues for
Scotland
• JW Storm van Leeuwen,
independent nuclear
policy consultant
• Ian Fairlie, independent
radiation policy
consultant
• John Ainslie, Scottish
CND Chair
• Pete Roche, NFLA
Scotland Policy Advisor
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Forthcoming meetings
NFLA Wales / NFLA
England seminar Friday 9th October,
Liverpool Town
Hall.
NFLA Ireland
seminar – Friday
16th October, Bray
Town Hall.

NFLA Scotland
seminar – Friday
23rd October
Glasgow City
Chambers.
NDA Stakeholder
Dialogue – 17th and
18th November,
Manchester.

Scottish Governm’t
radioactive waste
dialogue – 24th
Nov, Edinburgh.
NFLA UK / Ireland
AGM, SC and
seminar – 3rd / 4th
Dec 2009, Wales.

